
Nursery 

Maya 

Maya has been working very hard at home. 
She is fantastic! Maya has been practicing 
her pencil control and her letters. Well done 
Maya! You are a superstar! 

 

 

 

Well done to all of these children for using their God given gifts and talents 

and producing wonderful work. 

Miss Lee. 

Reception AR 

Giovanni 

 

 

Giovanni has worked extremely hard all week. 
He has sent in lots of photos of incredible     
addition in maths and writing fantastic   
sentences about the Great wall of China to 
link with our learning about Chinese New 
Year this week. Well done Giovanni! Keep up 
the amazing learning! 

Reception AH/CG! 

Nursery 

Alfie 

Alfie has been joining in with 
every lesson with great        
enthusiasm. He always tries his best, and 
shows an incredibly positive attitude. Alfie 
designed a spider for our outside wall. We 
are very impressed with Alfie! Well done! 
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Reception AH/CG 

Ruby  
 
Ruby has worked hard this week on our  
online activities. She has shown great  
enthusiasm completing both the  practical  
and creative activities. The work produced is 
always well presented and of a really high 
quality. Well done Ruby. 
 



Year 1  

Paloma  

Paloma has been working extremely hard at 
home.  She has completed all the work that 
has been set with such enthusiasm and pride.  
Paloma is trying so hard to complete the 
work independently.  The presentation of all 
her work is beautiful. 

 

Year 1/2 

Grayson Jorge 

Grayson has impressed us for many weeks 
with his work at home. He attends every  
session with great enthusiasm and has    
produced some fantastic work. We have been 
particularly impressed with his Art this 

week. He drew an   
amazing step by step, 
self portrait. Well 
done, Grayson.  

 

 

Year 2 

 

Year 3 

 

Year 3/4  Natalia Truch 

Natalia is an extremely hard working member 
of our class. She fully engages with all     
aspects of learning and takes such pride in 
her work. Natalia has produced some     
fantastic Maths work when adding and    
subtracting Fractions this week and written a 
great non-fiction leaflet about E-Safety. 
Well done Natalia! 

 

Year 4              
 

Year 3  
Chloe Rowlands 
Chloe has worked incredibly hard throughout 
this lockdown. She has shown incredible   
resilience even when things were difficult. 
She completely engages with her work. She 
has the headteacher award this week for 
her story based on the poems, ‘Escape at 
Bedtime’ and ‘Windy Nights’ where she     
escaped from her house and went on and  
adventure with somebody who turned out to 
be both her grandad and also a circus    

performer.          
She even  
used the 
word intuition! 

Year 2 

Noel 
 
Noel has impressed us with his  
attitude to his school work this week.  
He is now consistently trying his best with 
his school work which I know he has found 
hard to do in previous weeks. He has enjoyed 
sharing the 3D shapes that 
he found at home to use in 
his Venn Diagram too. Well 
done. Keep it up, Noel!  

Year 4    Ollie Merry          

Ollie has worked incredibly hard this week!  
He has produced an excellent piece of work 
on E-Safety, considering what important   
information we should and should not share 
online. Ollie also wrote a wonderful piece of 
English writing, summarizing the two chapters 
what we have read. Even though he missed 
the first lesson, he caught up quickly and 
wrote an excellent summary, using fabulous       
vocabulary and key details.  

 



Year 5 CL  

Ben George 

Ben is a perfect role model for remote 
learning in year 5. Every day, he fully     
engages in all lessons by participating in    
discussions and answering questions. He 
hands all his work in which is always done to 
a good standard and is fully completed. Ben 
is fully embracing all his learning           
opportunities and is grateful for his         

education. 

 

Year 5 BP   

Freya Glover 

Freya has been working 
incredibly hard from 
home, showing a real 
sense of ownership and 
pride in her learning and 
work. She is becoming an 
independent, mature, self-motivated learner. 

This week, Freya has taken her gadget    
invention from her English work to the next 
level as a full-size prototype. This chef   
robot took real imagination,  lots 
of effort and planning, and 30m 
of tin foil to make!  

Year 6 RF  
Shay 
Shay has been working extremely 
hard at home and fully engages 
and participates in every lesson. He always 
has interesting facts to share and clearly 
loves learning. This week I have been      
especially proud of him as Year 6 took part 
in a city times tables competition. For a 
whole week, Shay practiced and practiced 
and amazingly he came 5th in the 
whole city. Over 2000 children 
took part and this is a fantastic 
achievement. Well done Shay! 

Year 6 DM 

Roman 

Roman has really impressed us with his hard 
work and engagement in all lessons. He has  
enjoyed learning about World War 2 air raid 
shelters so much that he decided to make 
his own Anderson Shelter with Lego at home,  
without prompting. Look at how brilliant it is! 
Fantastic work Roman! 

 

 

Well done to all of these children. We are very proud of you! 

Miss Lee. 

 


